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Video deal hurts SGTV
SEC, ESPN game footage deal
hampers Capital City Sports
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Empty seats for first
game due to seating
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Mr. Electric
Safety Chris Culliver leads
the Gamecocks in their
first home victory of the
season against Florida
Atlantic University.

See page 1B

Cupcake Review
Charleston-based
company breaks into
Columbia, bringing a
tasty treat for the Vista.

See page 5A

Zac Moff itt, a f irst-year marine
science st udent, was upset that he
couldn’t support his Gamecocks in
Athens Saturday, but was hopeful for
SGTV’s highlights. Moffitt tuned in at
the last few minutes of the broadcast to
see Eric Norwood’s interception, but was
disappointed when no video was shown.
“I would have liked to turn on my
TV to watch the play I missed, instead
of having to hear about it through other
people,” he said.
W hy did Mof f it t m iss t he
i nt erc ept ion? T he S out he a s t er n
Conference has issued new football video
restrictions that limits three minutes of
game footage per scheduled broadcast.
This means that any coverage already
played in the show can’t be used again if
it exceeds the time limit.
The SEC’s video constraint also
impacts the Internet. SGTV Station
Manager Ed Cahill said live footage
expires seven days after it is taken.
“It takes a few days to put up, so as soon
as we post it, we have to take it down,”
Cahill, a fourth-year broadcasting
student, said. “This really affects our
campus and online viewership.”
Jarid Munsch is executive producer
of “Capital Cit y Sports,” SGT V ’s
Gamecock sports show, and is frustrated
by the SEC’s guidelines.
“If we film on Saturday, post on
Thursday, we just have to take it down
two days later and will no longer be able
to use that footage unless we get special
permission from the SEC,” the thirdyear broadcasting student said. “How
are you supposed to reference past games

Sierra Kelly
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Truth Personified
Does driving
a fast car
in a circle
doesn’t
require
the skill
necessary
Bryan
for other
Wendland
“real”
First-year
sports.
broadcast

See page 4A
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“Capital City Sports” feels the pressure of the SEC’s limits on football footage.
when you can’t post the actual footage?” that footage does not surpass three
While pre and postgame interviews minutes because of SEC’s regulations.
“SEC has one strike policy. If you
are free reign, individual highlights,
which receive the most hits on SGTV’s screw up and go over even five seconds,
Web site, are prohibited, which makes it your credentials are taken away and
difficult for people who live off campus you’re done,” Munsch said..
Although new parameters can be
to catch the highlights.
“Capital City Sports” producer Justin difficult, it is also “another ever changing
Fabiano, a third-year broadcasting aspect of the media,” Jarid said.
“CBS and ESPN own SEC. If they
student, agreed that taking the show off
invest money into this network, they
the Internet really affects the show.
“All the surrounding networks feel want SEC to help them out. It’s not fair
the same as we do. If there is enough to local media, but it’s smart for what
collective complaining, hopefully we can they do so people only choose their
get them to change something,” Fabiano networks,” Fabiano said. “It stinks for
me but if I were in their position, I’d
said.
SGTV’s solution to the football film probably do the same thing.”
So while Zac Moffitt may find it
limitations is allotting more coverage to
smaller sports like soccer and volleyball difficult to catch the last five minutes,
perhaps this will be more incentive to
and club sports.
“We’ve had to restructure the entire watch the football game directly from
show which is really frustrating, making the sidelines.
it all more tense and stressful,” Munsch
said.
Comments on this story?
SGTV has to make absolutely sure E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Fairgrounds feature green upgrades
Rennovations bring
new irrigation system
to gameday spot

G reen renovat ion s at
the South Carolina State
Fairgrounds are complete,
prov id i ng a n i mproved
pa rk i ng at mosphere for
fa irgoers a nd football
tailgaters.
“Prior to the renovations,
it was basically sand, a little
bit of grass, and a little bit of
pavement,” said S.C. State
Fair general manager Gary
Goodman. “It was not very
attractive. ”
The renovations,
completed by BP Barber,

include u ndergrou nd
retention to control water
run-off, planting trees and
building a better roadway
to provide a nicer parking
environment.
Jim Futter, BP Barber
senior project manager for
the fairgrounds renovations,
said the renovation team
saved grass on the parking
spaces which helped storm
water run off.
“We put u nderg rou nd
detention into the storm
water,” Futter said. “That
saves having to put above
ground the ugly pines you
see around town . ”
BP Barber also numbered
parking spaces and paved
driving isles on the grounds.
“The idea was rather than
pav ing over and putt ing
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Renovations make tailgating and parking easier.
in a few landscape islands,
let’s take this and build a
u nderg rou nd detent ion
retent ion center t hat is
out-of-sight and lets store
the water on sight which
reduces the amount of runoff,” said Fred Hanna of BP
Barber. “It improves the

water quality because you
are allowing those things
to settle out. That is what
really makes this green and
a sustainable approach.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172
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Police will be in full force at USC’s first home game against Florida Atlantic this Saturday.

USC, law enforcement prepares for tailgating
Security ready to handle
potential gameday problems
Derrek Legette

NFL Weekend Preview
Assistant Spor ts Editor
J a m e s K r a tc h t a ke s a
l o o k i n to t h e N F L t h i s
week, looking at which
quarterbacks are sure to
lead, or fail, their teams.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com

STAFF WRITER

Saturday is the first home football
game of the season, so hype is bound
to be at its highest. Not only will more
than 80,000 fans be attending the game
against Florida Atlantic, but a good
number of people will be tailgating for
the event.
The Gamecocks Athletics Web site
has some rules that students and other
fans should keep in mind in order to
avoid potential consequences.

Season ticket
sales slump
in recession

Security will also be present, but
primarily to maintain peace.
“Police officers will be out there,
because they are concerned about the
safety of everyone. They are going to
handle any belligerent activity such
as fights,” said Steve Fink, director
of media relationships for Gamecock
Athletics.
Drink ing w ill def initely be t he
biggest issue for security, for it’s the
most popular aspect of tailgating. Fink
says that it will be allowed, but any
problematic behavior as a result of
drinking will not be tolerated.
“Alcohol is a part of tailgating for
football games here and throughout the
country. Obviously people can drink,

but if things get out of hand then the
authorities will have to step in,” Fink
said.
Students have various opinions about
the tailgating rules.
“I think that since we’re in college,
people are going to drink as long as
you’re safe and have a designated driver.
It’s the fi rst home game so everyone’s
going to go all out,” said Rachel
Lindsay, a second-year broadcast
journalism student.
To see the list of tailgating regulations
visit http://gamecocksonline.cstv.com/
sports/m-footbl/fb-parking.html
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Carolina football is back
with a bang, and fans are
gearing up for this Saturday’s
home game against Florida
A t la nt ic. T h i s weekend ,
fans will most likely see all
the usual things that make
Carolina football a unique
tradition: a sea of garnet,
thousands of tailgaters, Cocky
showing his pride and empty
s e at s i n W i l l i a m s -Br ic e
Stadium.
This seems to be the case
considering the first home
game of the season will have
8,400 quiet seats left unfilled
in a stadium that seats 80,000.
While a regular ticket will
only set you back $35 dollars,
you may have to invest in
some binoculars in order to
see the field. Season ticket
pr ices beg i n at $320 a nd
increase depending on the
location of the seat. Currently,
only 49,000 season tickets out
of the available 55,000 have
been sold.
One reason fans may be
regretfully refraining from
purchasing tickets this year
could be in response to the new
YES Program. YES, which
stands for Yearly Equitable
Seating adds an additional
fee onto t he pu rchase of
each ticket depending on the
location of the seat. Planning
began about three years ago
and was implemented as a way
to raise money for upgrades
and new purchases for the
athletic facilities at USC.
“Say a fan pays for a ticket
to sit in the end zone. The
buyer will pay the ticket price
and an additional $50 to sit
there. This money goes back
into the athletic facilities,”
Director of Revenue
Development Jeff Crane said.
Taylor Tompkins, a secondyear business student at USC
says, “I think that the extra
fee definitely discourages fans
from buying tickets during
these tough economic times.
It’s not really fair to make fans
pay more.”
The YES program has also
offered opportunities for fans
who have never purchased
season tickets before to buy
them. With the increase in
price, many ticket holders who
normally would purchase 1012 season tickets now purchase
less, leav ing more t ickets
available for new buyers.
“The i ncrease i n pr ice
really gives access to new
buyers,” says Crane, “we have
over 1,000 new season ticket
holders this year,” Tompkins
said. “As a new buyer, the YES
Program wouldn’t deter me
from buying season tickets
because I wouldn’t have an old
price to compare it to.”
Brandon Reaves, a junior at
USC Beaufort, and his family
have been buy ing season
tickets for sixteen years.
Reave s a nd h i s f a m i ly
purchase two tickets annually
and pay $470 per ticket. The
seats were originally $320 with
an additional YES fee of $150.
“Right now the economy
does not have an impact on my
family buying tickets,” Reaves
said. “But if they keep raising
the ticket prices and adding
fees, we would consider not
buying them.”
Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n ew @m a i l b ox.
sc.edu
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CALENDAR
What: Networking:

Connecting to the
Future
When: 8:30 a.m.
Where: Russell House
Ballroom
What: Senate Finance

Committee Allocations
meeting
When: 10 a.m.
Where: RH, Room 309
What: Official USC

Ring Week
When: 10 a.m.
Where: RH Lobby
What: Magellan

Scholar Workshop
When: Noon
Where: Gressette
What: Carolina LIFE

Party
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH Dining

Room
What: Away We Go /

Angels and Demons
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH Theater

SPORTS
SCHEDULE
FOOTBALL
Florida Atlantic University
Williams-Brice Stadium
Saturday, Sept. 19
7 p.m.

MEN’S SOCCER
Northwestern
Evanston, Ill.
Tonight, Sept. 18
8:30 p.m.

pageTWO
LOCAL & WORLD NEWS

PIC OF THE DAY

LOCAL
Lyman files defamation suit
A South Carolina legislator filed a defamation lawsuit
Thursday over an anonymous letter mailed to her
Spartanburg County constituents that suggests she had
an affair with Gov. Mark Sanford.
State Rep. Rita Allison of Lyman, along with the state
Republican Party, sued an unnamed “John Doe.” The
69-year-old grandmother said the letter mailed to voters
Aug. 10 crossed the line beyond dirty politics and into a
character assassination.
She said she considered just ignoring it, but decided to
make a stand that spreading lies — especially anonymously
— is unacceptable. She said she hopes the lawsuit prevents
a similar attack on others, no matter what party.
“After a long period of being hurt and angry, I had a
peace about it. People shouldn’t be allowed to do this,” said
the six-term lawmaker.”

NATIONAL
Tech charged in Yale slaying
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — As police charged a Yale
animal lab technician with murdering a graduate
student who worked in his building, a portrait began to
emerge Thursday of an unpleasant stickler for the rules
who often clashed with researchers and considered the
mice cages his personal fiefdom.
Police charged 24-year-old Raymond Clark III with
murder, arresting him at a motel a day after taking hair,
fingernail and saliva samples to compare with evidence
from the grisly crime scene at Yale’s medical school.
Bond was set at $3 million for Clark, who kept his
head down and said “Yes, your honor,” when asked
whether he understood his rights.

INTERNATIONAL
EU plead US to back pay cuts
BRUSSELS — EU leaders issued a joint plea to
U.S. President Barack Obama Thursday to back
their call for rich and developing nations to cap
bankers’ pay and to impose deeper cuts on emissions
for a new global climate change pact.
All 27 EU nations are in “total unity” that the
world cannot repeat the “scandal” of bonuses for
executives and traders that triggered banks to take
huge risks, French President Nicolas Sarkozy said.
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Brandon Kean, a maintenance worker at Williams-Brice Stadium, prepares for
Saturday’s game by doing last-minute painting, cleaning and preparations.

GAMEDAY
SHUTTLE
Students and fans looking to make it to the stadium this fall without getting stuck in gameday
gridlock are in luck, as University parking services will again be offering shuttles for each home
football game.
Tickets for students will be free. For other fans, tickets may be puchased $3 per round trip
per game, and season passes are available for $20. Tickets can be purchased at booths at
each of the two pick-up points. One of the shuttles picks up at Russell House and the other
at the corner of Devine and Lincoln streets, behind the Coliseum. Both are drop-off points as
well. The shuttles pick up on Rosewood Street after the game, near the main entrance of the
fairgrounds.
The gameday shuttle service begins three hours before each game until kickoff, and runs oneand-a-half hours after the game. For more information visit the gameday shuttle site at http://
www.sc.edu/vmps/gameday.html.

TODAY IN HISTORY
1776:
On this day in 1776, General George Washington writes to the president of the Continental
Congress, John Hancock, reporting on the Battle at Harlem Heights and relaying the
unfortunate news of the death of Captain Thomas Knowlton.

1793:
On this day in 1793, George Washington lays the cornerstone to the United States Capitol
building, the home of the legislative branch of American government.

1862:
Confederate General Robert E. Lee’s army pulls away from Antietam Creek, near
Sharpsburg, Maryland, and heads back to Virginia.

1945:
On this day in 1945, Gen. Douglas MacArthur moves his command headquarters to
Tokyo, as he prepares for his new role as architect of a democratic and capitalist postwar
Japan.

1964:
South Vietnamese officials claim that two companies from the North Vietnamese army
have invaded South Vietnam.

1973:
On this day in 1973, future President Jimmy Carter files a report with the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), claiming he had seen an Unidentified
Flying Object (UFO) in October 1969.

Visit our Web site at
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There’s no right
way to go about
grieving process

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief

Loss of loved one
teaches student
how to cope

AMANDA DAVIS
Managing Editor

CALLI BURNETT
News Editor

KARA APEL
The Mix Editor

Copy Desk Chief

KELSEY PACER
Sports Editor

CHRIS COX
Viewpoints Editor

COLIN JONES

MARILYNN JOYNER

Design Director

Photography Editor

MORGAN REID

KERI GOFF

Gamecock fans need
to show support, stay
Who’s ready for gameday at Williams-Brice Stadium?
After having to wait until the third Carolina football
game to watch the Gamecocks play at home, fans are
undoubtedly anxious to print out tickets and head up
to the fairgrounds for what is bound to be an exciting
Saturday.
It ’s a s i g ht G a me c o c k
f
a
If only those n s have come to k now
and cherish: a sea of garnet
black chanting “Go …
loyalty points were and
Cocks” across the stadium,
fight song blaring, the
based on actual the
student section on their feet
… and a halftime that means
loyalty.
half the stadium leaving the
team behind on the field.
Every game dozens of students head to the stadium just
to scan their tickets and leave. How can you complain
about not getting a ticket if you care less about the game
than the tailgating beforehand? If only those loyalty
points were based on actual loyalty.
Too often students leave after halftime or even earlier
because the Gamecocks are either so far ahead or so far
behind. And it’s an embarrassment to the Gamecock
Nation. How can our players do their best when they
look to the student section and see not an overly-crowded
swarm of excited fellow Gamecocks, but an empty nest of
a few loyal fans?
So to gameday-goers, do your favorite team a favor and
be good fans. If we want a team that stands out in the
SEC and makes us proud, we need to do the same and
not be the fans with the worst gameday attendance. It’s
hard to take complaints about the team’s performance
seriously when their own fans can’t stand behind them in
their own stadium. How can we expect the boys on the
field to be at the top without a full stadium to cheer them
on and support them to the end?
“So let’s give a cheer, Carolina is here. The fighting
Gamecocks lead the way!”

TRUTH PERSONIFIED
NASCAR doesn’t make the cut
Unlike other sports, stock car racing
does not require athletic ability
NASCAR is not a sport.
Don’t get me wrong, I would absolutely
love to go to Darlington for the Southern
500 and feel the power of 30 plus racecars
flying by me at 200 miles per hour. But that
still doesn’t make it a sport.A sport is an
activity involving physical exertion and skill
in which an individual or team competes
against another or others for entertainment.
Let’s dissect that definition and look at
just why NASCAR can’t be a sport. To
begin with, NASCA R does consist of
individuals competing against each other,
and it certainly is entertaining, but saying
that it takes physical exertion and skill to
race a car would be a stretch. Anyone with
enough money could put a 3,400 pound car
onto an oval-shaped track, push the pedal
down and turn the steering wheel to the
left every few seconds. With enough luck
they might even win a race or two. Karl
Edwards recently dealt NASCAR a severe
blow in this respect when he raced in Atlanta
with a broken foot. Name one other sport
where you can compete with a broken foot.
Baseball? No. Football? No. Basketball? No.
You wouldn’t even be able to play golf with a
broken foot. And without Tiger Woods, golf
would have just as much sporting credibility
as NASCA R does. Some in support of

NASCAR would argue that a driver could
lose up to 10 pounds during any given race
due to dehydration, and that
alone shows how athletic you
have to be to race a car. Well,
people lose weight in the same
way NA SC A R drivers do
(although on a much slower
scale) every day. It’s called
Bryan
going to the bathroom. After
Wendland drinking a glass of water or
First-year
having a snack that weight is
broadcast
back on. It’s the same thing
journalism
with NASCAR drivers. All
studnet
that weight they lose is just
water weight from sweat, and just because
a NASCAR driver sweats while racing,
it doesn’t make what he’s doing a sport.
Another argument someone might have
is the fact that ESPN broadcasts some of
NASCAR’s biggest races. Well, ESPN also
broadcasts the World Series of Poker, the
National Spelling Bee and, of course, the
Rock Paper Scissors Championship. None
of those things could ever come close to
being categorized as a sport, and yet ESPN
broadcasts them, just like they broadcast
NASCAR races. So no matter how much
fun it is to watch a pile up on turn three
of Talladega, NASCAR just doesn’t make
the sporting cut. You don’t have to have
any athletic skill to be a driver and the only
physical exertion involved is putting your
foot on the gas pedal.

Obama’s new missle system well-aimed
President’s plan to shift focus to Iran,
ease pressure on Russia, will be more
quickly implemented than Bush plan
Hey Putin and Medvedev, we’re on a boat,
mother Russia, and don’t you ever forget!
On Thursday President Obama announced
that he would cancel Bush’s 2007 European
missile defense system, which would have placed
launch sites in Poland and the Czech Republic.
Instead, he has decided to keep off not only
Eastern Europe but land altogether. He’s putting
SM-3’s on boats. You can’t keep us off the water.
The Obama administration plans to eventually
move the defenses into the Czech Republic and
Poland as previously planned, and this system
will supposedly be completed seven years before
the Bush plan. It seems solid all around, but the
motivation is unclear. Obama says a new plan
has been created to better counter the present
Iranian threat, which has shifted focus from

long-range missiles to short- and medium-range
missiles. But it also looks like Obama does not
want to further anger the Russians.
Obama said during a debate with John McCain
in t he general elect ion t hat we
should not be inciting the Russians
with a missile defense system in
Easter Europe, and I agree. It is
frightening that the Russians oppose
a missile-DEFENSE system, for
why else would they criticize it
Ryan
unless they wanted to keep nuclear
Quinn
weapons on the table? But Russia
Second-year
ca n’t be st upid enough to u se
print journalism
nukes to make an offensive against
student
Eastern Europe. Georgia was one
thing, but as soon as Russia invades Poland they
might as well scribble with a permanent marker
under their nose. Russia understands mutually
assured destruction. Better yet, they understand
New Jersey assured destruction, where they hit
Newark and we blow up their entire country.
Afterward, Newark looks exactly the same.
Russia is threatening, with their corrupt
leadership and recent treatment of Ukraine

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in The Daily Gamecock, we want to know about it. E-mail the editor-in-chief at
gamecockeditor@mailbox.sc.edu

and Georgia, but they are not quite nuclear
threatening. They know their capabilities. Iran,
however, is nuclear threatening. Much of the
Iranian leadership is made up of crazy religious
wack-jobs, for lack of a better term. We need
to focus our defenses on protecting ourselves
from Iran. Obama’s plan provides a specialized
defense and provides it seven years faster, while
avoidingangering the Russians.
Eventually, the plan will progress to Easter
Europe, as it should. We need to ensure that
Russia, and China, never use nuclear weapons.
But that is not a battle to fight If it comes to war
with Iran, which may further destabilize the
Middle East, we don’t want to have a pissed-off
Russia joining them. For now this is the best
course of action.
If space becomes militarized this debate will
change. But as of now, we have battleships to stop
Iran, Godzilla to fight North Korea, and a giant
mechanized Uncle Sam to contain Russia.
I got my swim trunks, and my fl ippy-nukeys.
I’ll stop.

Have you ever lost
someone who meant a lot
to you? Or do you on ly
k now someone who lost
someone they really cared
about? If you said yes to the
second one then you might
not understand where I’m
coming from. On Sept. 7,
2009 I got a call from my
mother who said, “Grandma
d id n’t m a k e it .” T ho s e
words said it all. Losing
someone you care about
so much is really hard, but
moving on with your life
after that loved one is gone
is even harder. After that
horrible news I didn’t know
what to do. I lost someone
who meant so much to me,
so how was I supposed to
continue to go to class and
not let out all the pain I felt?
Or should I just go home
a nd g r ieve a l l I wa nted
and miss a lot of important
information? Yeah, yeah,
yeah, the school would have
given me some
t ime of f, but
Trevor
Gilchrist would that have
First-year
re a l ly help ed?
broadcast
The answer to
journalism
t hat quest ion
student
rea l ly depends
on who you are as a person
and what you could handle.
Some people can grieve for
a short amount of time and
then function well, while
others need a long time to
let out the pain they are
feeling. As for me, one of
the things that had helped
me was an event two nights
before my grandmother’s
f u ner a l. It wa s k i nd of
t he moment I began my
grieving process and started
letting go of the pain. It
was a late night and I could
not sleep; I got out of my
bed and just walked. This
is going to seem crazy, but
for me it helped understand
that my grandmother was
really gone, t hough t he
thought was still painful.
Once I had stepped outside
the first drop of rain started
to fall. I nstead of going
back to my room to try to
sleep again, I continued to
walk. I can’t explain this,
but for some reason the rain
helped me to move on; it
helped me realize that my
grandma was actually gone
and that she was in a better
place. As I said earlier, we
all have our ow n way of
grieving. For some it may
involve talking, looking at
old pictures, remembering
the good times once shared
or walking in the rain late
at n ight lo ok i ng l i ke a
crazy drunk person. In my
opinion, the hardest part
of moving on is act ually
allowing yourself to move
on, because the longer we
hold on to pain in our lives
t he more it w ill eat our
hearts.
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“The four building blocks of the universe are fire,
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-Dave Barry
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61st Emmys set to shine Sunday
‘Mad Men,’ ‘30 Rock’ expected to clean up
at television awards presentation
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER

1
2

Best Drama Series: Returning winner “Mad Men” comes back
strong with the most nominations of any drama series this year. Though it
contends against veteran favorites like “House MD” and “Lost,” along with
other up-and-coming critical favorites like “Breaking Bad,” AMC’s stylish,
character-driven show has attracted support from nearly every branch.
Will Win: “Mad Men”
Best Comedy Series: NBC’s zany show-within-a-show, “30
Rock,” dreams of doing the impossible: becoming a television dynasty by
winning Best Comedy Series for the third year in a row. After winning all
the top awards last year, the show’s third season continues to stay on top,
garnering a staggering 22 nominations, the most of any show this year, and
putting it in perfect position to sweep the evening.
Will Win: “30 Rock”

3
4
5

MCT Campus
MCT Campus

MCT Campus

Best Lead Actor in a Drama Series: Bryan Cranston of
“Breaking Bad” took home the award last year, and although Jon Hamm
could easily ride the “Mad Men” wave to his first Emmy, we’re guessing
the Emmys will reward Gabriel Byrne’s reserved work on HBO’s drama,
“In Treatment.”
Will Win: Gabriel Byrne, “In Treatment”
MCT Campus

Best Lead Actor in a Comedy Series: Past winners like Alec Baldwin go up
against surprise first-time nominees like Jim Parsons (“The Big Bang Theory”). And as nice as it
would be to see Jemaine Clement of “Flight of the Conchords” on stage, it’s hard to deny last year’s
winner from taking the award again.
Will Win: Alec Baldwin, “30 Rock”

Best Lead Actress in a Drama
Series: Elisabeth Moss had quite a complex
yea r on “M ad Men,” but t he Em my s love
rewarding old pros who still turn out great work,
putting the star of “Damages” inches above the
competition.
Will Win: Glenn Close, “Damages”

8

Best Supporting Actress,
Comedy: It’s tempting to pick Jane
Krakowski to nab her fi rst statue for
“30 Rock,” but we’re going with Amy
Poehler, who not only ended her great
run on SNL this past year, but helped
revive the show as part of its massive
election parody.
Will Win: Amy Poehler, “Saturday
Night Live”

MCT Campus
MCT Campus

6

Best Supporting Actor, Comedy:

With Jeremy Piven out of contention for the fi rst
time in years, we fully expect this to go to the
other show-saving supporting turn in comedy.
Conveniently, he’s also this year’s host.
Will Win: Neil Patrick Harris, “How I Met
Your Mother”

9

Best Lead Actress in a
Comedy Series: Four of the six
women nominated are returning from last
year’s ballot, and the other two – Toni
Collette of “United States of Tara” and
Sarah Silverman of “The Sarah Silverman
Program” – are a part of shows that haven’t
made a thick enough splash. If the “30
Rock” support is strong enough, expect star
Fey to easily waltz to her second win for the
show.
Will Win: Tina Fey, “30 Rock”

10

7

Best Supporting Actor, Drama:

While John Slattery may be part of the “Mad
Men” crowd, his work is more subtle and less
of a stand out than someone like Aaron Paul,
who’s already a part of one of the evening’s
most-nominated dramas.
Will Win: Aaron Paul, “Breaking Bad”

Best Supporting
Actress, Drama: One of the

harder categories to pick, with six
nominees split over four shows. If
the double-nomineed shows cancel
each other out, expect Rose Byrne
to win, although the supporting
ladies from “Grey’s A natomy”
and “In Treatment” are all potent
threats.
Will Win: Rose By rne,
“Damages”

11

Outstanding Variety
S e r i e s: T he pre sident ia l
election gave great material to
Saturday Night Live, The Colbert
Report, and The Daily Show, but
the latter has won this category for
the past six years.
Will Win: “The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Cupcake brings treat to Columbia
Decadant Charleston-based bakery opens
third location, delivers confections to Vista
Ellen Meder

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

Walking into Columbia’s newest specialty bakery feels
like entering a special wonderland at the end of a fairy
tale. Though it is decorated in adorable pale pink and
brown spirals and checker boards, sight is not the sense
that will overwhelm new customers at Cupcake. The scent
of sugary success, in the form of perfect miniature cakes baked
fresh daily, is sure to make anyone with an affi nity for sweets start drooling on the
spot.
Cupcake is a revolutionary bakery that opened its door to Charleston in March 2006
thanks to a carefully constructed business by owner Kristen Kuhlke.
“It was well received from the beginning — but extremely slow,” Kuhlke said.“I got so
excited when people walked through the door. It was a long, slow ramp-up for the entire
fi rst year.”
But after the fi rst year, due to word of mouth and creative advertising like dropping
cupcakes off at local events and businesses, as well as driving around her infamous pink
car topped with a cupcake, Kuhlke’s business became quite the staple on King Street, the
city’s well-known downtown shopping area.
When it came time to capitalize on Cupcake’s sweet success and expand, the next step
was a Mount Pleasant location. Though that particular location was extremely difficult to
open, Kuhlke learned a lot and wanted to hit a completely new market in the capital city.
“As far as Columbia goes, the city has been much more welcoming to new businesses
than Mount Pleasant was,” Kuhlke said. “I had a lot of hoops to jump through with
the last store. Here I felt that people were on my team and were excited about Cupcake
coming. They were helpful in keeping the process moving smoothly.”
But how has Columbia received Cupcake’s third location since its opening in late
August?
“It has been wonderful and people have been so kind,” said Heide Cavileer, the
Columbia Cupcake store manager.
With one part-time and one full-time baker, the location has been churning out
hundreds of hand held treats, fresh daily.
“We use the freshest and highest quality ingredients. We’re never selling cupcakes that
weren’t baked that day,” Cavileer said.
Though the rich red velvet cake cupcakes with their towering swirls of tantalizing
cream cheese icing are always best sellers at every location, Columbia residents have also
been consuming a large quantity of peanut butter banana fluff cupcakes as well.
Saturday is the location’s official grand opening celebration and will include raffles,

giveaways and lots of samples for anyone who drops by between 3 and 7 p.m.
No matter your taste, it is likely you will fall in love with at least one flavor. Each day
the diligent bakers serve up vanilla, chocolate, black-and-white and red velvet cupcakes
in addition to four other flavors that rotate out each day of the week.
From black-bottom cupcakes that have chunks of cheesecake imbedded under their
cream cheese icing every Saturday to German chocolate on Wednesdays, there is reason
to keep coming back to Cupcake again and again.
“Fridays really are our busiest days for everyone,” Cavileer said. “We’ve seen everyone
form business people to kids and students.
The bottom line at Cupcake: each customer is guaranteed to walk out with a smile.
“People are always happy when they come in,” Caviller said. “It’s just a very happy
place. Almost magical. Add in the wonderful employees I get to work with and it really
is perfect.”
Cupcake is located in the Vista at 1213 Lincoln St. and is open Monday through
Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., and Thursday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Visit
www.freshcupcakes.com for more information.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Kerry Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Cupcake’s popular flavors include red velvet and peanut butter banana fluff.
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Web comics give
humor new form
Cartoons expand audiences, content
with shift toward online format
Caitlin Huggins

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

elementary through high school students.
This is a chance to witness the feeling, and openness that
Greek dancing expresses to the Columbia community. Along
with on-going dancing, continuous live Greek music will set
the atmosphere of the festival, including the sounds of the Nick
Demos and Nick Trivelas bands.
This unique festival will not leave you hungry. The large
festival personnel offers a variety of Greek dishes that leave you
craving for more of the delicious Mediterranean tastes. Some
of the classic delicacies include Greek style roasted lamb and
chicken, peasant shrimp, souvlaki, gyros, spanakopita, roasted
potatoes, Greek salads, and many assorted pastries. There
will be indoor and outdoor venues to enjoy the classic Greek
cooking.
“The food is unbelievably fantastic,” Rickman said.
While experiencing the festive atmosphere, various vendors
will set up displays of imported Greek jewelry such as silver, as
well as statues and vases.
Along with the wining and dining, the festival offers
educational aspects within the Church such as church tours held
throughout the weekend. For those interested in understanding
or learning more about Greek culture, video presentations and
discussions will take place hourly in the cultural exhibit in the
main building of the Church.
Not only does the festival serve as a place for entertainment
and learning, but it also ser ves as a fundraiser for the
construction of a new Greek Orthodox Church. Holy Trinity
plans to start building at the end of this month. Money raised
will also be given to about 16 local and national charities.
Going on its 23rd year, the Greek festival is an event for all
ages that brings the Columbia community together.
The festival, at the corner of Sumter and Calhoun streets, is
running Friday and Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., and Sunday
noon to 8 p.m.

The world of comics is not dead.
In an age of immediate and convenient technology, comic
strips have adapted and taken to the Internet. From the
black and white sketches of “Megatokyo” to the badly drawn
and vulgar strips of “Cyanide and Happiness,” there’s quite
a selection of viewing materials. Each of these strips usually
features new material daily. Whether you’re looking to
quickly waste some time on the Internet, in the mood for a
laugh or surfing for free comics, Web comics satisfy.
“Questionable Content,” written by Jeph Jacques, is an
online strip catering to audiences with a bit of a nerdy side
and alternative flair. It deals not only in romance amongst
the socially awkward population, but in problems all people
face. It also offers witty comedy revolving around subjects
such as indie rock, robots, video games, hippies and anime.
The strip is updated Monday through Friday.
Another online strip adhering to more nerdy individuals
is “Megatokyo.”
“Megatok yo” started back in 2000, when Rodney
Caston, a.k.a. “Largo”, teamed up with Fred Gallager, a.k.a.
“Piro”. Nine years later, the comic strip still gets regular
updates twice a week. The strip resembles traditional
comics of Japan, known as manga. In the beginning,
“Megatokyo” revolved around two Americans stuck in
Japan by unfortunate circumstances. It was mostly comedic,
with Caston’s character “Largo” often doing crazy antics
only further complicating the dire situation of the two.
But in later years, the comic took a turn to a more serious
and romantic tone. Gallager and Caston lost many of their
readers due to this transition, but many also prefer the
change.
If nerdom isn’t your style, there are always the bawdy,
absurd, obscene and just outright hilarious comedy strips.
Enter “Cyanide and Happiness.” This stripe is horribly
illustrated, politically incorrect, violent and an utter delight.
The characters resemble stick figures with just a bit more
detail. Each day brings on a new horrific situation ending
badly and humorously.
Each snippet will force you to silently giggle yourself
silly. Then there’s “Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal,” a
Web comic updated daily with equally horrific yet amusing
situations. Unlike “Cyanide and Happiness,” “Saturday
Morning Breakfast Cereal” is less violent and animated in a
more sophisticated style, though just as politically incorrect.
There’s no shortage of reading material on the Internet.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Comments on this story? E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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GREEK FESTIVAL DELIVERS FLAVOR
Annual celebration offers taste of culture
in educational, fundraising efforts
Jill Shepard

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

This weekend the 23rd annual Greek Festival being held at
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church is offering a variety of
events encompassing Greek life, from traditional dancing to
food and shopping.
Mary Rickman, general chair of the Greek Festival, has been
involved in production for the past 22 years and is in charge of
all the preparations for upcoming events. Rickman believes this
year’s guests will greatly exceed last year’s record high.
She is overwhelmed with enthusiasm about the events to
come. “I love everything about the festival. When we set up
the tents and lights, I just stepped back in awe. It actually looks
like a Greek village,” Rickman said. “If you haven’t been to
Greece before, you will think you are there when arriving at
the festival.”
Traditional Greek folk dancing will take place throughout
the days and into the nights with several dance groups for
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
USC

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock
SEQUOYAH PREP SCHOOL, MYNAMEISJOHNMICHAEL
7 p.m., $10
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.

TODAY

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

TOMORROW

MIXXD DJ DANCE NITE
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

THE COVE
6 & 8 p.m., $6
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

COLUMBIA CITY BALLET FUNDRAISER
8 p.m.,
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

DANCE PARTY HOSTED BY JOHN ANTHONY
9:30 p.m., $3 over 21/$5 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

PINNA
10 p.m., $2
Elbow Room

TRIBUTE BANDS
8 p.m., $4
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
A R I ES T here a re
so many details, you may
fear you can’t learn them.
You’re actually very good
at keeping things in order.
TAURUS

LEO There’s still more
to be done. You know how
to set priorit ies. Think
them over carefully and
revise your list.

your mind before telling
anyone. Reversing a
decision will prove difficult
right now.

VIRGO You’ll have a

What you see is not what
you get. Be prepared to
offer another suggestion,
or let someone else decide.

A
conversation with a loved
one leads to the sharing
of a big secret. Provide
assurance that the secret
will be kept.

chance to clean up a mess
that’s been bothering you
lately. Settle on a plan and
proceed with caution.

GEM INI Th ings
are stacked up again,
and your priorities have
c h a n g e d . G o t h r ou g h
your lists and complete
everything you can.

to u nderstand ot her
people. Balance becomes
i m p o r t a nt l at e i n t he
day. Think twice before
speaking.

CANCER You’re so
busy studying, you may not
realize how much you’ve
already acquired. Count
blessings as well as errors.

LIBRA Use intuition

S COR PIO

Yo u
wake up from a dream and
know exactly what to do.
So do it. Others applaud.

09/18/09

C A PR ICOR N

AQUA RIUS
Choose your battles wisely.
You don’t have enough
energy today to deal with
everything coming your
way. Breathe.

P I S C E S T h e r e ’s
more to revea l. T h i n k
about it before you say
anything. Use emotional
manipulation if necessary.

SAGIT TARIUS
Make sure you’ve made up

09/18/09

Solution from 09/17/09

ACROSS
1 Often dramatic number
5 Dumps
15 Finds fault with
16 Dashiell Hammett’s
last novel
17 Marsh critter
18 Tubeless and with no
moving parts, in electronics
19 Site of the mythical
Lethe River
21 Little foxes
22 Bible book before
Nehemiah
23 “Care to make it
interesting?”
25 Trout spot
26 Personification
27 How to see the obvious
29 Feminine force
30 Speed limit posting,
e.g.
33 Lawn strip
35 Acknowledge silently
36 Obtain
39 Wearing a bolero
42 Lab alert?
44 Some modern tribal
operations
47 Grammy category
49 Recline next to
50 Blush, for one
52 River to the Ligurian
Sea
53 Playback machines,
briefly
55 Move (away), like a
coward
56 “See ya!”
59 Juvenile retort
60 “London Fields”
novelist
61 Prom dancer
62 Very slow rate
63 Disposal bits
DOWN
1 Majestic
entrance
2 Uncommon thing
3 Successor to the

mini
4 Climb
5 Bourbon and
Sesame: Abbr.
6 Require the
Heimlich
maneuver
7 Kindled again
8 Busting one’s
hump
9 Profs’ degrees
10 Casual greetings
11 Recording, as in
a journal
12 Online shopping
mecca
13 Cop’s duty
14 Double-dealing
20 Franco-German
border region
24 Rodeo mount
25 Specialty, slangily
27 Three-part H.S.
exam
28 Some water
bottles
31 NASA go-aheads
32 ’50s pres.
34 Horn of Africa

Solution for 09/17/09

country
37 Boggle accessory
38 Toy with an
engine
40 Vague amount
41 32-Down wasn’t
one of them
43 S’poses
44 They may be
staked
45 Aviator
46 Chihuahua
female
48 Italian for

“frozen”
50 Espresso foam
51 Courtier in
“Hamlet”
53 Movers, but
hopefully not
shakers
54 Fellow
57 ’80s band ’__
Tuesday
58 Language suffix
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Personals

Help Wanted

MARRIOTT ROOM FOR SALE THIS
WEEKEND! Cola Dwntn Marriott 1 deluxe room 2/nights Fri & Sat.. Can’t attend game must sell non-refundable reservation. $90/night OBO. Also have one
FAU ticket for sale. Call 678-758-5557

PLAY IT AGAIN SPORTS

Apartments
625 Henderson St #1 - 1BR Effic. water
& elec incld. $450+sec. dep 920-0408
CORNELL ARMS APTS 799-1442
2BR/$885 All inclusive--elec water basic
cable wireless high sp Internet road runnerr pest control garbage & 1 pkg space.
COPPER BEECH - 3BR. 3.5 BA, Call
(803)292-1149...50% off 1st mo rent.
Avail Spring 2010 $475/Mo. per person.

Housing-Rent
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
WALK TO USC ALL ON GREENE ST.
Rooms for Rent - & 1 BR Apts
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Rooms for Rent - Lg Spacious
walking distance to USC $300/mo.
Call 463-5129
CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA min
from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $850.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980
Hampton Hills - 463-5129 10min USC
2BR 1BA pool/laundry $525/mo

Now hiring for PT/FT
No experience necessary.
Apply in person at desired location
7372A Two Notch Road, Columbia.
5580 Sunset Blvd. Lexington
Energetic self motivated individuals for
Sales company. Top Sales organizations
in the US Columbia based since 1985.
Make FT pay with PT hours.
Send your name & contact number to:
RainbowCompany@email.com
Busy Allergist office has an opening for a
bright hardworking, ethical person to
work full time for at least one year. Excellent opportunity for those planing to
go to nursing or medical school. Only
those with excellent academic records
and references need apply. Email resume with dates available to begin work
to palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net

Help Wanted
Child Care
Babysitter needed for 3 y.o. twins Afternoons, incld p/u. Must have reliable transp. Exp pref. Calll 479-5764
Nanny needed Tue & Thur for 16/mo old
in our Lake Katherine home. Must have
safe reliable transp & ref. 261-8911.

OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo.
Call Bob 609-4897.

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?

For Sale

FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

MATTRESS SETS
YOU CAN NOT FIND A BETTER DEAL
Brand new still in plastic. Full & Queen
start @ $140. Clearing warehouse. Don’t
go to a store! Call Mark @ 238-6288.

Parking
Why feed meters or pay tickets?
Reserved @ Pickens & Blossom
799-3452 or info@ifmusa.org

Help Wanted
TECH SAVVY
Individual w/math or programming background to asst. programmer 10-12/hrs/wk.
Keyboarding speed & accuracy required.
Knowledge of some computer language
preferred. Training provided. Hours flex.
Email resume & availability to
sharahm1@swsolutionsinc.ocm
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Services

Major credit cards accepted
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Junior safety provides spark
rk of life,
lif
jolt of enthusiasm to young
South Carolina secondary
Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

Two years ago, Chris Culliver was one of several
young Carolina wide receivers buried on the depth
chart, vying for playing time whether it be on the kick
off or kick return team.
Now, from his safet y position, he’s provided a
significant spark to one of the fi ner defensive units in
college football - a defense that began to open eyes and
drop jaws when Culliver began his tenure at USC.
After showing incredible athleticism and the ability
to light up the Carolina crowd (and the opposing
running back), Chris Culliver can now be considered
a leader, among others, on the Gamecocks’ defense.
Well, at least a “semi-leader,”.
“I see myself as a semi-leader,” the junior free safety
said. “I don’t really call myself the leader because we
have other guys who aren’t in front of me as far as my
position but guys that have played more than me like
Darian Stewart, Eric Norwood and Rodney Paulk. So
I see myself as a semi-leader and I try and do things
and say things to the guys to help out and get the team
going.”
So how did the Garner, N.C. native with electrifying
speed and the tackling ability of a linebacker go from
the third best high school receiver in the country in
2007 to a free safety for the Carolina Gamecocks?
Although considered an offensive player entering
college, Culliver’s natural home is on the defensive side
of the ball.
“Offense wasn’t working for me. It just wasn’t my
natural position. I wasn’t natural at it,” Culliver said.
“I had to work on a lot of things. I had to know the
defense and I had to work on my route running. It was
an easy transition for me. It worked out for the best and
I’m glad I’m on defense.”
One might also wonder how USC Coach Steve
Spurrier landed the highly touted recruit. According to
Culliver, it was the opportunity to do something that
hadn’t been done yet in Columbia.
“All these big schools were all telling me come to
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Florida or come to Clemson and this and that. All these
SEC schools, too. But sitting down and talking to my
family we decided that South Carolina was the best fit
because there are things they haven’t done,” Culliver
said. “They haven’t won a national championship, SEC
championship and things like that. And I really liked
the direction Coach Spurrier was going.”
Though Culliver is just a junior, he’s seen his
responsibility and leadership on this team skyrocket
this season, as he is one of the most experienced
players in the secondary. At any given time, USC can
have up to three defensive backs on the field with no
previous playing time other than this year. According
to teammate Dion LeCorn, No. 17 is a great player to
have such weight on his shoulders.
“[Chris] is a guy that a lot of people look up to because
h e ’s s u c h a h a r d w o r k e r ,” L e C o r n s a i d .
“ He c a me i n a s a r e c e i ver, t h at d id n’t work
out, he put his head down, kept working hard, went
over to safety.”
Now, coming off a gut-wrenching loss at Georgia,
Culliver and the Carolina defensive unit need to
regroup and sharpen up for the team’s first home game
of the season. But what exactly was the problem that led
to 41 Bulldog points?
“We gave up some plays. I had a missed assignment,”
Culliver said. “We just have to learn from it and stay
focused and compete.”
Focus, explains Culliver, was a fatal flaw in his own
individual play last Saturday night.
“From Saturday’s aspect, I should have just stayed a
little more focused,” Culliver said. “I think if I stayed
focus I would have played a little better and would have
understood some of the things the offense was trying
to do.”
Coach Spu r r ier, however, d id n’t have ma ny
negatives to mention when asked about his free safety’s
performance in the first two weeks.
“ He’s p l a y e d f i n e . O f c o u r s e , t h e y
all played fairly well in the first
g a me . S e c o nd g a me , we wer e n’t q u it e
as good as we were the first game
d e f e n s i v e l y, b u t C h r i s h a s p l a y e d w e l l ,”
S p u r r i e r s a i d . “ H e’s a f a s t k i d b a c k t h e r e ,
c a n a nt ic ipate a nd probably t he y ’re
going to come in here and t hrow it
around so our DBs may have an
oppor t u n it y to ma ke a play or t wo t h is

week, hopefully.”
Not only is he an impact player on the defensive
side of the ball, but he can also change the game while
returning kicks for USC’s return team. Even since high
school, Culliver has had the electricity to light up the
scoreboard and provide a necessary jolt to the team
with his speed returning kicks. Now, he is approaching
Dick Harris’ record at South Carolina for all time kick
returns and return yardage. Both records will likely be
broke in the opening home game. But wisely, his first
thought while awaiting a kick off is to secure the ball
first.
“First thing is to I’m thinking return the kick. Then
I have to understand what the kick off team is trying
to do and really I have to bring my blocks into the
return,” Culliver says. “Everybody always says they’re
one block away. But I need to be that guy to get that last
block for myself to spring myself forward.”
As Culliver has grown and developed since his
freshman year, a catalyst in his maturation has been
All-American linebacker Eric Norwood, who plays
with the fire and emotion that Culliver admires.
“I call him a go-getter. He just goes hard every play
so I just try to do the same thing,” Culliver said. “I see
him out there and if the defense is a little sleepy he says
let’s go baby we gotta pick it up. I try to do the same
thing. I have to get hyped myself and help out not just
him but the whole defense.”
Not only does Culliver emulate the way Norwood
plays and leads the team, but also in the trash-talking
aspect of the game.
“He leads by example, but he leads vocally too. He’ll
be out there talking trash, saying this and that, and
I’ll be right behind him,” Culliver said. “I like to talk a
little trash out there too, but not too much. Coach gets
on me sometimes.”
If USC is going to be successful in the SEC this
season, Chris Culliver will be a tremendous reason.
Whether the spark will come in the secondary when he
makes an interception, at the line of scrimmage when
he lays the lumber on an opposing offensive player, or
on a huge kick off return, Chris Culliver can electrify
both the South Carolina team as well as the entire
Williams-Brice stadium.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Ground attack looks to run past Owls
Spurrier seeks Miles’ help
to improve running game
Rodney Gray

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Florida Atlantic Owls allowed a massive 259 rushing
yards
and five touchdowns in what was a blow out game
ya
or tthe Nebraska Cornhuskers last weekend in Lincoln,
for
b. A week later, tailbacks Jarvis Giles and Brian Maddox
Neb.
opin to inflict similar pain to the downtrodden Owl
are hoping
defense.
st Thursday’s
Thu
After last
disappointing loss to the Georgia
Bulldogs, thee Gam
Gamecock offense looks to bounce back in a
major way. Quarterback
arterba Stephen Garcia, whose plan was
to rarely leave the pocket,
pocket ended up as Carolina’s leading
rusher against the stingy
ngy Bulldogs.
Bul
“We’re going to keep workin
working on the running game,”
coach Steve Spurrier said. “We’ll
We’ll keep
ke plugging away at it

and see what happens here down the road. We still need to
block better at times and the running backs need to pick
their holes, but we’ll continue to work on it.”
Against the Owls’ less-than-spectacular rush defense,
Carolina looks to get its ground game on the right track.
“We’re still trying to find out who our best players are,”
Spurrier said. “You find out in games, not in practice.
acti
We’re trying to give them all a chance and trying
ing to win
w
the game at the same time.”
Florida Atlantic should expect myriad
USC
ad rushers as US
continues to look for its best running back
ack options .
“Jarvis has played a bit like a freshman. He’s don
done
good things here and there,” Spurrier said. “Kenny Mile
Miles
deserves a chance now to play. Brian Maddox
ddox and Jarvis
had several carries and played a bit. Brian’s
n’s been solid, no
question, but Kenny deserves a chance.”
With this in mind, Gamecock fanss can expect to see a
few different players toting around
d the pigskin Saturday
night.
Looking to stop the USC
attack is junior
C rushing
rush

HEAD

linebacker
cker Michael Lockley, who’s sure to be hovering
over any player wearing garnet and black come
com Saturday.
Lockley
rst win of the
kley will surely be hungry for the Owls’ firs
2009
9 season and will be looking to make huge defensive
plays.
s.
“Taking
Taking care of the ball has certainly improved.
improve Garcia
hasn’t
n’t tossed it into a crowd as much as our guys did in the
past,”” Spurrier said. “The running backs are holding
onto
ho
the ball
that.
all and doing a good job. We have to continue
con
There are a lot of areas we have to get better, but
b hopefully
we’ll show
our offense, our
w some improvement this week in ou
defense and our special team play.”
South Carolina
na will be looking to
t build on its recent
success and continue to improve as a team, which begins
with a dominating victory over the downtrodden Owls.
“I believe we have a good team here, we just haven’t put
it together yet,” Spurrier said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

HEAD

OFFENSE
Brian Maddox

VS.

Michael Lockley

Gerry Broome/ The Associated Press

Ralph Notaro/ FAU Media Relations

Smith provides stiff challenge for USC
Decorated veteran quarterback will
test struggling Gamecock defense
Ed Neuhaus

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Following a stellar
lar performance against
aga
gainst N.C.
N.C State where
they allowed only 133 yards
offense,
rds of total
al offen
o
ffense the Gamecock
defense was flying high going into
nto
to week
w ek two. But after an
offensive explosion that saw UGA rack
k up 41 points
poin and 308
yards overall, the Gamecockk defense lookss to regain its
i week
one form against Floridaa Atlantic.
FAU, out of the Sun
may not
un Belt Conference,
Co
ot appear
appea to
be much of a challenge
glance,
lenge for the
th USC defense at first glanc
but the Owl offense
of
fense does pose a threat. The biggestt part o
that threat comes from quarterback Rusty Smith.
Smith is the all-t
all-time leading passer in Sun Belt history
and was
preseason pick for Sun Belt Offensive Player
as the pres
of the
he Year. The
T Gamecock defense looks to limit Smith,
who struggled with accuracy in the Owls’ opener against
Nebraska, completing 15 of 31 passes for 164 yards and
throwing two interceptions.

The Gamecock defensive line is confident they can limit
the probable 2010 NFL Draft pick.
“The main thing is to contain him. Don’t miss any sacks,”
junior defensive tackle Travian Robertson said.
Also working on the Gamecocks’ interior line has been
freshman Chaz Sutton
normally an end, has been
n. Sutton,
S
practicing recently at tackle
tackl following an injury to Nathan
Pepper, suffered in last
st week’s loss at Georgia. He welcomes
the challenge.
“At defensive end,
situation. But at
d, it’s like a one-on-one
one
tackle, it’s all about
Sutton said.
ut pride,” S
Sutton and Robertson
bertson will both work to take the ball away
from the Owls, who turned
over three times in their loss to
d it o
Nebraska in week one. Carolina
olina had three takeaways against
Georgia last week and hopes to ccontinue that success.
“Anytime we get a chance to get
g a turnover, we have to
snatch it. Any chance we get, we g
got to get it,” Robertson
said.
Robertson, who had two tackles again
against UGA, was named
the most improved defensive lineman
man this past spring.
Before this season, he had only one career start, in 2007
against Louisiana-Lafayette. Now with the
injury to Pepper,
he injur
Robertson has been thrust into a starting role.
le.

HEAD

The team is looking to put the 41 points scored by the
Bulldogs in the rearview mirror. Coach Steve Spurrier isn’t
concerned with what happened in the past, only what’s to
come in the future.
“We’re regrouping a bit. We’re looking forward to our
first [home] game,” Spurrier said. “I know our fans will be
screaming and yelling.”
Junior defensive end Cliff Matthews believes something
can be gained from the contest against Georgia.
“There was more than just one problem in one area. It was
problems throughout the whole team. We’re going to correct
it this week and move on,” Matthews said. “It was a learning
experience for us.”
Senior linebacker Eric Norwood looks to cement his
legacy against the Owls. Norwood is one sack away from
om
tying Andrew Provence for the school sacks record. Don’t
Do
expect any special dance from him if he doess brea
break it,
though.
“Every time I celebrate, referees tend to want to throw me
out the next time I do it,” Norwood
d said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

HEAD

DEFENSE
Defensive line

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

VS.

Rusty Smith

Harry Cabluc / The Associated Press

GAMECOCK STUDENT
REWARDS
UPCOMING GAMES
Equestrian vs tcu

Sunday, sept 20 at 10:00 AM

womenÊÊ’s soccer vs ucf
Friday, sept 18 at 7:00 pm

womenÊÊ’s soccer vs South
alabama
Sunday, sept 20 at 2:00 pm
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Boise State @ Fresno State
California @ Minnesota
Boston College @ Clemson
Tennessee @ Florida
Utah @ Oregon
Nebraska @ Virginia Tech
Georgia @ Arkansas
Cincinnati @ Oregon State
Texas Tech @ Texas
Florida Atlantic @ USC
Last Week’s Standings:
Overall:

Chris
Cox

James
Kratch

Sam
Davis

Kara
Apel

Nosa
Omoregie

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports
Editor

Staff Writer

Staffer of the
Week

Reader of the
Week

Boise State
California
Boston College
Florida
Oregon
Virginia Tech
Georgia
Cincinnati
Texas
USC

Boise State
California
Clemson
Florida
Utah
Nebraska
Georgia
Oregon State
Texas
USC

Boise State
California
Clemson
Florida
Utah
Virginia Tech
Georgia
Oregon State
Texas
USC

Boise State
California
Boston College
Florida
Oregon
Virginia Tech
Georgia
Cincinnati
Texas
USC

Boise State
California
Clemson
Florida
Oregon
Virginia Tech
Georgia
Cincinnati
Texas
USC

(10-0)
(15-5)

(7-3)
(13-7)

(7-3)
(12-8)

(9-1)
(13-7)

(3-7)
(10-10)

Leader of ‘84 team
makes return
to Palmetto State
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Black Magic has hit its
silver anniversary, and one
of the key players of that
legendar y fall — former

USC qu a r terb ac k M i ke
Hold — is back in South
Carolina just in time.
“There’s no doubt; we’re
gl ad t o b e b ac k . We’re
not back yet, we’re in the
transition period, tr ying
to fi nd time to go up on a
weekend and load up the
U-Haul in Ohio and all that
stuff,” Hold said. “Once we
do settle, it’s going to be
great.”
A f ter a 22-year career
as both a player and coach
in Arena Football, Hold is
back in the Palmetto State
in a new f ield – at hlet ic
adm in ist rat ion. Hold
was recently hired as the
associate athletic director
for business at Newberr y
College, joining his former
teammate athletic director
Brad Edwards.
“M ike brings w it h
h i m a n e x t r e mel y h ig h
level of success and
c o m p e t it io n i n c ol le g e
a s w e l l a s p r of e s s io n a l
athletics,” Edwards said in
a press release. “His role in
professional sports in terms
of coaching, dealing with
med ia a nd fa ns, dea l i ng
with budgets and equipment
and part icipat ing in
securing sponsorships will
bode well for h im as a n
administrator.”
A f ter leav ing USC ,
Hold was one of the first
players to enter the Arena
Football League, playing
for the Chicago Bruisers in
the inaugural 1987 season.
When Hold retired in 2000,
he was the last remaining
original player in the league.
H e d i d n’t g o f a r f r o m
the arena game, however,
becoming head coach of the
Augusta Stallions in the af2,
the Arena Developmental
League.

“The playing days were
over for me and I was at a
point where I didn’t know
what I was going to do,”
Hold sa id. “They had
just started the af2 and I
was able to go right from
play i ng i nto a coach i ng
role, and I ended up being
in it for nine years.”
From Augusta, Hold took
a job i n t he A F L as t he
Carolina Cobras’ head man
in 2003, before returning to
the developmental league
as the coach of the Macon
K nights (2004-2005) and
Mahoning Valley Thunder
(2007-2009), with a stint as
the offensive coordinator
at t he top level w it h t he
L a s Ve g a s G l a d i a t o r s
sandwiched in-between.
“Com ing in [t he
Newberr y job] was
somet h i ng a l it t le bit
different for me, but t he
g reat t h i ng about t h is
job is t h at it keep s you
i n at h let ics,” Hold sa id.
“Coaching had gotten old,
I guess you can say, and I
was ready to do something
different but I didn’t know
what. It’s ended up being a
pleasant surprise for me.”
Most of the Gamecock
Nation remembers Hold for
his 1984 season. The team’s
leading passer, Hold helped
lead the greatest season in
Ca rol i na h istor y, as t he
Gamecocks and head coach
Joe Morrison rose as high as
No. 2 in the nation en route
to a 10-2 finish, knocking
of f Georg ia, Pit tsburgh,
N.C. State, Florida State,
Notre Dame, and archrival
Clemson in the process.
“If you had said before
the season that we’d be 101, we would’ve thought we’d
have to play some football.
That was just one of those

seasons where a lot of
things came together,” Hold
said. “A lot of guys played
unselfish football and just
did what it took to w in.
Florida State, Notre Dame,
Clemson, Georgia, I mean,
wow. A l l t he tea m s you
grew up watching, and all
of a sudden you’re playing –
and beating – them.”
The memories of ’84 still
echo throughout Columbia
today, and Hold can still
remember what it was like
25 years ago to be a part of
the historic season.
“There was a buzz around
campus, arou nd tow n.
There were t imes t hat I
remember feeling that there
was really electricity in the
tow n,” Hold sa id. “O ne
that comes to mind was the
Notre Dame game, when
we got home. We got on the
buses to come back from
the airport, and people are
lined up from the tarmac,
dow n t he road, out t he
airport, down the road. It
was crazy.”
Hold and his teammates
were aware of the history
they were making that fall,
but he feels their ability to
not focus on that is the key
to their accomplishments.
“We were reminded of
it every week in the paper.
4-0, never been there. 5-0,
never been t here. We’ve
never been to bowls,” Hold
said. “We were aware of it,
but the great thing about
that team was we didn’t get
caught up in it. We had a
lot of sen ior leadersh ip.
We had guys who had been
there a long time that had
been through the peaks and
the valleys – a lot of valleys.
I think that was the key to
our success.”
Back home w it h h is
w ife Nicole, a Columbia
native, and their daughter,
Hold’s current focus is on
Newber r y at h let ic s a nd
building a winning program
w it h h i s o ld t e a m m at e
E d w a r d s . H o w e v e r, h e
still has time for Carolina
football.
“They’ve got a
quarterback that’s going to
do a lot of good things,”
Hold said of his modern
cou nter par t, Stephen
Garcia. “That guy’s going
to b e phenomen a l. You
look at the rest of the team,
they’re young. It should be
exciting to see what they
do this year and in the next
year or two.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF SOUTH CAROLINA MEDIA RELATIONS

Quarterback Mike Hold led the South Carolina football team to
its best record ever- a 10-2 mark during the 1984 season.
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Vols head to Florida for SEC showdown
Rivalry game one of several critical matchups set for Saturday
Justin Warlick

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Tennessee @ No. 1 Florida
There are plenty of storylines after the hiring
of Lane Kiffi n as the Vols’ head coach. Can he
deliver on his promise to beat the Gators in “The
Swamp?” Will Urban Meyer return the favor by
running the score up? The Gators are clicking on
all sides of the ball coming into this game, while
Tennessee’s offense showed why it was one of the
worst in the nation last season against UCLA.
This game could get really embarrassing really
quick, as Florida will dominate UT on all sides of
the ball.
The Pick: Florida 49, Tennessee 10

Phil Sandlin/ The Associated Press

Dave Martin / The Associated Press

No. 22 Nebraska @
No. 14 Virginia Tech

No. 18 Utah @ Oregon

Nebraska rolls into Blacksburg, Va. looking
to avenge last season’s 35-30 loss to the
Hokies. Both teams are coming off impressive
offensive performances. Virginia Tech, lead
by freshmen running backs Ryan Williams
and David Wilson, ran for 444 yards against
Marshall in a 52-10 win, while the Huskers
scored on 5 of its first 6 possessions last
week against Arkansas State en route to a
38-9 rout. In the end, Virginia Tech rides the
running game and the home field advantage
to a big win.
The Pick: Virginia Tech 24, Nebraska 17

This will be the first real test on the
road to a BCS bid for Utah, as they
head into raucous Autzen Stadium to
meet the Ducks. Utah will be looking
to extend its nation-leading win streak
to 17 games. Oregon will be hoping
to end the BCS dreams for Utah and
bounce back from a disappointing 1-1
start. That being said, Utah has been
preparing for this game all fall, and
that emotion will fuel a win.
The Pick: Utah 38, Oregon 31
Jose Sanchez / Associated Press

Texas Tech @ No. 2 Texas
Texas Tech shocked the nation last year
in a 39-33 upset of then-No. 1 Texas in
Lubbock, ending as Michael Crabtree
caught a game-winning touchdown with
a second left. Texas will be looking for
payback for a loss that cost them a shot at a
national championship, and Colt McCoy a
Heisman Trophy.
The Pick: Texas 48, Texas Tech 28
Aaron Onitveroz / The Associated Press

Tony Gutierrez/ The Associated Press

Florida State @ No. 9 BYU

No. 19 Cincinnati @ Oregon State
Cincinnati, one of the most underrated
offensive units in the nation, will be tested
as they head into a hostile environment
Saturday. The Beavers are very good
at home, winning 15 of the last 17 home
games a gai nst a ranked opponent,
including a defeat of top ranked Southern
California last year. My mind is telling me
to pick Cincinnati, but my gut is saying
Oregon State.
The Pick: Oregon State 28, Cincinnati
24

Florida State at No. 9 BYU — BYU
solidified its Top Ten standing last week
with a 54-3 romp over Tulane last weekend,
avoiding the letdown after its upset of
Oklahoma. C ougar QB Max Hall has
emerged as a leading Heisman contender
after two games in which he totaled over
300 yards passing. With the fact that Florida
State’s secondary has struggled stopping the
pass this season, expect BYU to get the win
at home.
The Pick: BYU 35, Florida St. 27
Daniel Gluskoter/ The Associated Press

Michigan State @ Notre Dame

This game features teams
coming off heartbreaking losses.
State lost Central Michigan,
while Notre Dame lost to
Michigan. Can State keep up
with the Irish receivers? Look
for Notre Dame to exploit that
and bounce back. The Pick:
Notre Dame 35, Michigan
State 13

Tony Ding/ The Associated Press
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